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OPEN, CLOSE, STORE,
PROTECT, HIDE, FIND
AND TREASURE
Cupboards might keep things hidden, but your handles are
always on show – so make the most of them.

Handles are a functional
aspect of your home but
it doesn’t stop them being
a stylish and attractive
addition to your doors and
drawers. It’s important
when you are choosing
handles that you take the
time to consider what type
of furniture they are going
on and what look you
want to achieve. Do you
want to match the style
of the doors or would you
prefer to make a bold
contrast and reinvigorate
a room?
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A theme could even be
carried through your
whole house – from the
kitchen to your bathroom
and bedroom, creating
a cohesive look and feel
wherever you are.
Whatever you wish for, the
finishing touches are just
as important. After all, it’s
all in the detail.

OPENING THE
DOOR TO STYLE
AND DESIGN IN
YOUR HOME

Modern Life

Modern Classics

Vintage

Urban

Sleek & Simple
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IDEAS FOR LIVING
INTRODUCTION TO HäFELE

THE KNOWLEDGE
TO STYLE YOUR
HOME
We know how important it is to create the right look in your
home, and every item is designed with you in mind.

At Häfele we understand how
important the finished look of
your home is to you. It really is
a reflection of your lifestyle and
unique character, and should let
you put your very own distinctive
stamp throughout your home –
from the kitchen and bathroom
through to your bedroom, study
and living room.
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This understanding is behind our
complete range of decorative
handles. Sourced from around
the world, we have selected every
item with the same passion and
eye for detail that you will have
for your own home. So whether
you prefer to create a sleek
minimalist interior, an eclectic retro
collaboration or a classic French
boudoir, we have a range of quality
handles which will suit your style.

REASSURING
EXPERTISE

For more than 90 years,
we’ve been helping
people make more of
their homes. Established
in Germany, and now
operating worldwide, we
specialise in the fittings,
hardware and systems
that improve the way your
home works. So when
you choose our products
as part of your home,
you know you’re getting
the benefit of extensive
knowledge and decades
of experience.

And we’re still a family
business, owned and
managed by family
members who really
care about the products
and service we provide.
You can rely on our
commitment to the
highest standards of
quality and reliability,
founded on a long
tradition of German
engineering where
attention to detail
is second nature.

All of our ideas for your
home are built to last –
day in, day out – in every
part of your home.
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IDEAS FOR LIVING
CHOOSING THE RIGHT HANDLE

IT’S ALL IN
THE DETAIL
The right handle can make all the difference.
Whether it’s sleek and simple or a vintage
design, all our handles are of the highest
possible standard – the perfect addition to
your home.
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COMBINING FUNCTION
& BEAUTIFUL DESIGN

MIX AND MATCH TO
CREATE UNIQUE INTERIORS

DESIGNED BY EXPERTS TO REALLY
CAPTURE THE ESSENCE OF YOUR HOME

Handles have a specific
functional aspect to your
home but it doesn’t stop
them being a stylish and
attractive addition to your
doors and drawers.

Different types of handles
can create a different feel
to your home. That’s why
through the mixing and
matching of handles we
can help you find the
right design solution to
create the perfect style
to your home.

Häfele have designed and sourced
innovative and fresh products to offer an
exciting assortment of diverse handles
without compromising on quality. Our
five-style range takes you from an iconic,
bold, modern classic look right through
to a beautiful vintage country finish, and
everything in between.

A BEAUTIFUL VINTAGE
COUNTRY KITCHEN

OR AN ICONIC, BOLD,
MODERN CLASSIC
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
MODERN LIFE

MODERN
LIFE
Taking high-end, unique
modern designs and bringing
them to life in your home.
caleido

Offering a unique twist on a simple bar handle,
Caleido is a luxurious handle with creative curves
and matching knob.
• A solid, substantial handle with a unique look
•G
 ives a modern twist to traditional-style ‘Shaker’
kitchens
•V
 arious handle lengths available to suit your
cupboard or drawer sizes
CALEIDO
Available in 2 finishes
Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome
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CALEIDO
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
MODERN LIFE

METROPOLIs

METROPOLIS

PEMBRIDGE

CHISWICK

With its simple and seamless look, Pembridge
offers an understated elegance to any room.

Modest and refined, Chiswick is a traditional style
handle with an inspired modern twist.

•M
 ade from one smooth, curved piece of
aluminium

•A
 bow handle with an extended curve and modern
square ends

•A
 slim, delicate profile suitable for rooms
throughout your home

•S
 oftens the straight lines of cupboards and
drawers

•C
 hoose from four lengths to match your desired
look

• Two suitable lengths for both drawers and doors

Famed for its longer-lengths, the Metropolis
pull handle is the epitome of modern life with its
statement look and lustrous finish.
•S
 tylish pull handle designed to suit the modern
home
•A
 simple, square profile suitable in the kitchen and
bathroom alike
•A
 vailable in three longer-lengths suitable for wide
drawers and high doors
• Additional knob and handle designs available

Available in 1 finish
Satin Stainless Steel
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Available in 2 finishes
Brushed Nickel, Polished Chrome

Available in 2 finishes
Polished Chrome, Brushed Nickel

Ludlow

Jaspette

As a double linear pull handle, Ludlow disregards the
traditional rules of handle design by creating a bold
statement.

A unique, luxurious handle with an understated
elegance, Jaspette utilises soft curves and straight
lines for an opulent elegance.

•A
 distinctive design ideal for putting your own
modern twist to your kitchen

• A premium, sophisticated under grip handle

• Unusual double linear style

•S
 uitable for rooms throughout your home including
the kitchen and bedroom

• Two suitable sizes for doors or drawers

• Choose from five different lengths to suit your style

Available in 1 finish
Satin Stainless Steel

Available in 1 finish
Polished Nickel

JASPETTE
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
MODERN LIFE

GEOMETRIC

pensbury

Staying true to its name, Geometric has a unique
linear and symmetrical design typical of modern
styling.

Elegant with a subtly curved grip, the Pensbury is
a handle with a stylish twist.

• A robust geometrical design ideal for kitchens
• Subtle curve feature on both ends
•A
 n assortment of three lengths to choose from
for your desired look

Available in 1 finish
Brushed Nickel

•A
 n ergonomic handle that gives a premium feel in
your hand
•P
 erfect for creating a cohesive look throughout
your home
•C
 hoose from ten lengths to create your desired
stylish look

Available in 1 finish
Brushed Stainless Steel

LIBRA

LIBRA

With its distinctive design, Libra offers something
truly unique to your home that will certainly turn
heads.
•A
 high-end, streamline design ideal for modern,
high-gloss kitchens and bedrooms
•T
 he one-sided fixing gives a real illusion of
suspension
•C
 onsisting of three lengths of handle and a
matching knob

Available in 2 finishes
Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome
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KATO

PORTOBELLO

MILTON

CAVENDISH

As a flawless and streamlined under worktop handle,
Kato allows you to maintain a seamless look to the
fronts of your cupboards and drawers.

A subtle handle which reveals more of itself as
drawers and doors are opened, Portobello exploits
the straight lines and sleek textures synonymous
with modern design.

A fully integrated handle, Milton takes its inspiration
from the classic post-box so you can maintain a
minimalist look.

A slick angular inset handle, Cavendish provides
a flexible design solution for use in traditional or
modern styled rooms.

•A
 n inset handle which is seamlessly fitted into your
door and drawer fronts

• Seamlessly fitted into your door and drawer fronts

• Stylish handle ideal for use on high-gloss kitchens

• Available in two sizes

•A
 durable yet lightweight handle, that is
beautiful from the inside-out
• Can be fitted horizontally or vertically to suit your
needs
• One size truly fits all with this style of inset handle

•F
 itted to the edge of the door or drawer front with
an over-hook design handle
• Ideal for use in home offices and studies, as well
as kitchens and bathrooms

• One size available to maintain a consistent look

•A
 n assortment of 14 different lengths to fit to most
drawer and door widths
Available in 2 finishes
Polished Chrome, Satin Nickel

Available in 1 finish
Stainless Steel effect with polished inner

• Use one or both sizes depending on your design

Available in 1 finish
Brushed Nickel

Available in 1 finish
Stainless Steel effect
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
MODERN CLASSICS

MODERN
CLASSICS
A bespoke range of modern
day country classics.
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lamont

LAMONT
Made in the UK exclusively for Häfele, Lamont is a
complete range of window, door, drawer and cabinet
hardware that brings classic chic to your home.
•A
 hand-finished design incorporating the use of
soft curves and rings

CREATE A
CONSISTENT LOOK
BY CO-ORDINATING
ALL YOUR HANDLE
DESIGNS

LAMONT

•D
 esigned to complement the home with
co-ordinating accessories
•C
 hoose from a variety of designs within the
Lamont collection

Available in 1 finish
Solid Pewter
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
MODERN CLASSICS

twister

loxley

Combining antique pewter with traditional French
design, Twister offers an unassuming classic style
to your home.

Understatedly robust, the cast iron Loxley cup
and knob are the epitome of modern day country
classics.

• A romantic, detailed classic design

•A
 simple octagonal design ideal for the kitchen or
home office

• Ideal for use throughout your home from kitchen
to office, bedroom to bathroom

TWISTER

•A
 versatile range of two knob designs, a static
handle and drop handle

• Lasting style with a timeless and durable design
•M
 ix and match the cup and knob for a
distinguished look
• Matching bow handles and door sets are available*

Available in 1 finish
Antique Pewter

Available in 2 finishes
Natural Iron, Rubbed Bronze
*Bow handle only available in Natural Iron

TWISTER
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TAKING A
MEMORABLE DESIGN
OF ENDURING
POPULARITY AND
ADDING A MODERN
TWIST

bloomsbury

lumley

jupiter

With its polished chrome finish, Bloomsbury
blurs the lines between country classic and
sleek modern design.

Clean corners and straight lines in solid pewter,
Lumley ventures in to the retro era of the classics.

Taking its design hues from the classic ‘Beehive’
style, Jupiter brings a sense of period elegance to
any home.

•A
 glossy hexagonal style that helps reflect light
around your room
•P
 erfect on light or dark coloured furniture
around the home
•C
 hoose from two different sizes of handles and
knobs, or a smaller cup handle

Available in 1 finish
Polished Chrome

•A
 simple, tasteful design suitable for every room in
your home
•T
 ry the handle fitted horizontally for a quirky touch
to your furniture

•T
 urned from a solid brass bar with a hand-aged
finish
• At home on bedroom or kitchen furniture

•A
 range of one handle and one knob design to
choose from

•A
 vailable in two sizes for use on doors and
drawers

Available in 1 finish
Solid Pewter

Available in 2 finishes
Stainless Steel effect, Rubbed Bronze
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
VINTAGE

VINTAGE
Recapture a sense of
nostalgia with our vintage
style handles.

mulberry
Embracing the style of yesteryear, Mulberry is a true
vintage treasure.
• A traditional design offering clean, curved lines
• Try the Polished Nickel finish for a modern twist
•M
 ix and match with two handle sizes, three cup
handle sizes and two knob sizes

Available in 2 finishes
Polished Nickel, Rubbed Bronze
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MULBERRY

MULBERRY
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
VINTAGE

ACANTHUS

CHATSWORTH

acanthus

chatsworth

Inspired by the Corinthian
columns, Acanthus offers an
intricate yet timeless charm to
your home.

As regal as its name, Chatsworth
provides an understated Victorian
style for that real vintage flavour.

• A detailed design with a hand
aged finish
• Ideal for traditional style
kitchens with a unique twist

•A
 humble, sleek design that can
be used throughout the home
• Ideal for darker rooms to
bounce the light around

• Available as a handle or knob

•A
 combination of one cup
handle and one knob

Available in 1 finish
Nickel Pewter

Available in 1 finish
Polished Nickel
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CHATSWORTH

rococo

bromley

victoria

Elegantly extravagant, Rococo brings a romantic
touch to any room with its feminine style.

With its simple and classic design, Bromley brings
a touch of understated vintage style to your home.

Made from ceramic, Victoria brings a touch of
delicate colour to your furniture.

•A
 charming, intricate design ideal for use on
painted or timber finishes

•A
 timeless design which can be used on furniture
in every room

•A
 small and neat design that doesn’t protrude as
much as most knobs

•P
 erfect for use in more traditional styled
bedrooms and bathrooms

• Includes a decorative back plate

• Mix and match the colours for a truly unique look

• One size in two finishes

• One size in three finishes

Available in 2 finishes
Polished Nickel, Stainless Steel effect

Available in 3 finishes
White, Magnolia, Black

•C
 hoose from two different designs of handles
for the perfect finish

Available in 1 finish
Polished Nickel
ROCOCO
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
URBAN

URBAN
Individually selected materials,
optimising the use of modern
day influences of urban life.
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cadogan

A journey back to nature, Cadogan’s beautiful wood
grain brings the outside into your home.
•A
 statement retro knob which is equally at home
on modern or traditional style doors
•W
 ith its chunky, concave design it is wonderfully
tactile
CADOGAN

• One size truly fits all with this style of handle

Available in 3 finishes
Unfinished Oak, Lacquered Oak, Lacquered Walnut

CADOGAN
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
URBAN

harley

HARLEY

With its crystal-like design, Harley
brings a hint of antique sparkle to
your home.
•A
 decorative glass ‘crystal
effect’ knob design
•P
 erfect for giving your furniture
an elegant, antique look
•A
 vailable in three different sizes
to suit your style of furniture

Available in 2 finishes
Polished Chrome, Polished Brass
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HARLEY

willow

twyford

glitter

byron

An edgy and modern style, Willow gives a subtle
design statement to any room.

An honest retro classic, Twyford gives a softer edge
to your home with its unassuming curves.

Adding a sprinkle of fairy dust to your home, Glitter
creates a touch of elegant sparkle.

•A
 conventional modern design in an alternative
material

• A simple, rounded, wooden handle design

• A truly modern design with a feminine twist

A combination of tempered glass and chrome, Byron
offers a unique alternative to standard handles and
knobs.

• Perfect for matching with a solid oak worktop

• Ideal for any room in your home no matter it’s style

• Available in two sizes

• Ideal for use throughout your bedroom and into
the en-suite

•A
 bold, masculine design which sits well in a
modern home

•M
 ix and match the handle, square knob and
round knob for your chosen room

• Tempered glass for safety and durability

• Choose from four different lengths of handle

Available in 1 finishes
Unfinished Oak

•M
 ix and match the handle and uniquely styled
knob for the right look

Available in 2 finishes
Finished Oak, Unfinished Oak
Available in 1 finish
Polished Chrome

Available in 1 finish
Polished Chrome
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
SLEEK & SIMPLE

SLEEK
& SIMPLE
Understated clean-cut and
affordable, the Sleek & Simple
range of handles hosts a
manner of original designs.
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barnabus

Always on trend, Barnabus is a timeless classic that
suits all types of rooms and styles.

BARNABUS

• A simple rounded bar handle design
•P
 erfect to mix and match around the home both
vertically and horizontally
• Choose from 14 lengths to suit your style

A POPULAR AND
TIMELESS CLASSIC
THAT SUITS ANY
ROOM OR STYLE

BARNABUS

Available in 1 finish
Brushed Nickel Plated Steel
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DECORATIVE HANDLES
SLEEK & SIMPLE

boston

Taking a simple, classic and adding its own unique
twist, Boston is never out of favour with design-led
trends.
• Sleek, round handle with bold ends
• A timeless design that is at home in any room
• Choose from 16 different lengths for the right look
BOSTON

Available in 1 finish
Stainless Steel effect
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Add a modern
sleek twist
to aNY home

argyll

leopold

chelsea

Bringing a simple, geometric design to your home,
Argyll complements your furniture in any setting.

Offering a modern twist to a classic design, Leopold
can be used throughout the home to add a subtle
statement.

With its beautiful and classic design, Chelsea offers
a finishing touch to your furniture that will always be
on-trend.

• A stylish design with soft edges

• A contemporary classic design with end detail

•P
 erfect for both modern and traditional style
kitchens and bedrooms

•S
 uits all furniture applications throughout your
home

• One size truly fits all with this style of handle

• Available in seven different sizes

Available in 1 finish
Stainless Steel effect

Available in 1 finish
Stainless Steel effect

•A
 sophisticated suite of handles in a fashionable
design
• Ideal for use throughout your home
• Mix and match from seven lengths

Available in 1 finish
Brushed Nickel
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All the ideas in this brochure
can help you bring those perfect
finishing touches to your home.
After all, it’s all in the detail.
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To find out more about our decorative handles
call 0800 181 4290 or visit our
website www.ideasforliving.co.uk
Häfele UK Ltd
Brownsover Road
Swift Valley Industrial Estate
Rugby, Warwickshire
CV21 1RD
info@hafele.co.uk
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